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Less is More 
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The Microbes in Amcor Sorbe feeds on
Hydrocarbons and harmful Carcinogens
and promote bioremediation.

Hungry live Microbes consumes the
pollution and convert it to water and
carbon until its all gone.

Amcor Sorbe works on all spill surfaces.
a.   Spill on land
b. Spill on water (Hydrophobic floats   
 on water)
c.  Soil Remediation
d.  Hard Surface (Concrete)

Neutralizes harmful and flammable gas
vapor
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Non-Toxic and will not produce any adverse effect
on humans, animals or the environment.

No depletion of natural resources.

Microbes die when no more pollutants left to
consume.

Granular Organic and 100% biodegradable

No Chemicals or biological organisms are added
during or after processing.



 Spray Amcor Sorbe on the spill site.  Live microbes will eat
up the chemical/ oil which floats in the water.  

No chemical dispersants needed to disperse the oil spill.

No Situ burning so less no extra chemical is added to the
spill to clean the chemical/ oil spill.

Once the live microbes have eaten up the chemical/oil.
Microbes that are not skimmed up will be food for marine
life since the microbe are protein and biodegradable.  

Amcor Sorbe suppressed all fumes, making it much
safer to work with.



Oil Spill in Water
Microbes Consumes OilApply Amcor Sorbe Microbes converts Oil

to water & carbon



Oil is added to Water Mixture is added  Amcor SorbeGasoline, Oil & Water mixedGasoline, Oil, & Water

MIcrobes consumes oil &
Gas in the mixture

Only Clear water after
Amcor Sorbe

After Amcor Sorbe fire will
not light compared the the
controlled without Amcor

Sorbe



This is an old spot where 
 spillage occurs continuously
when vehicles are being fuel.

AMCOR SORBE is applied
onto the spill, enough to fully
cover it.  Due to the windy
conditions, Amcor Sorbe is
spread upwind and more
across the spill downwind at a
height no more than 6 inches
from surface. We agitatte the
Amcor Sorbe a bit and let it
set on the spill for up to 20
minutes until it is fully
absorbed.  See results to the
right.

Old Contaminated Spot Application of Amcor Sorbe After Application of 
Amcor Sorbe



This is a new spill of diesel
fuel where  vehicles are being
fueled.

AMCOR SORBE is spread on
the spill, enough to fully cover
it. Due to the windy condition,
Amcor Sorbe is spread
upwind and more across the
spill downwind at a height no
more than 6 inches from
surface. We agitate the
Amcor Sorbe a bit and left it
on the spill for up to 20
minutes until it is fully
absorbed. See result to the
right.

Fresh Spillage Application of Amcor Sorbe After Application of 
Amcor Sorbe



BENEFITSBENEFITSBENEFITS
  100%100%    biodegradablebiodegradable

Environmentally FriendlyEnvironmentally Friendly

Vapor SuppressorVapor Suppressor

Neutralizes the flammabilityNeutralizes the flammability  

Effective BioremediationEffective Bioremediation  

Cost-effectiveCost-effective  

Absorb six times its volumeAbsorb six times its volume

Dead Microbes becomes food sourceDead Microbes becomes food source  

Used microbes can be used as fertilizersUsed microbes can be used as fertilizers  

Dispose of used microbes can eliminateDispose of used microbes can eliminate
odors at dump sites and leachateodors at dump sites and leachate    

Amcor Sorbe can be safely placed inAmcor Sorbe can be safely placed in
landfills without any harm to thelandfills without any harm to the
environment.environment.    This is the Alternative whenThis is the Alternative when
using a Biobased Productusing a Biobased Product
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